SERVICE VEHICLE TEL610

Service vehicle based on an off-road vehicle or van:
Perfect rapid response vehicle for investigation and reconnaissance

FEATURES

- Rapid, small service vehicle for investigation, reconnaissance and intervention
- Customized storage concept and equipment integration
- Designed for the transport of one EOD robot telemax EVO
- Perfect integration of the control station Robo Command for safe operation of the EOD robot from the service vehicle

BENEFITS

- Short response times even in hard-to-reach environments
- Best driving characteristics due to optimization of load distribution
- Ergonomic and mission-focused operation of the EOD robot
- Increased radius of robot operation by optimal integration of radio technology

All-wheel drive optionally available
Other base vehicles on request
TELG10

APPLICATION
Rapid Response
Search & Detection

BASIC VEHICLES
MB G-Class, MB Vito, VW T6

ROBOTS
telemax 4x4 / PRO / HYBRID

TYPE OF VEHICLE/BODY

OFF-ROAD VEHICLE / SUV
TRANSPORTER BOX VAN

TECHNICAL DATA

PERMISSIBLE TOTAL WEIGHT
2.8 – 3.2 t

MAXIMUM SPEED
140 – 210 km/h

CARGO CAPACITY
1 – 9 m³